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At My Mother's Knee 
(and Other Low Joints) 

 
Ralph G. Allen 

 
Ralph Allen’s Fellows Address has had a full life. A precursor, “Our Native Theatre: Honkey Tonk, Minstrel Shows, 
Burlesque,” was given at the first ACTF Symposium, Washington DC, 1969, and later published in  Henry B. 
Williams, ed., The American Theatre: A Sum of Its Parts (New York: Samuel French, Inc., 1971) 273-286. The 
Address itself was given at ATA’s Annual Meeting, Chicago, August 17, 1977, following Barnard Hewitt’s. It was 
repeated as a lecture at the Conference on the History of American Popular Entertainment (CHAPE) at Lincoln 
Center (1977) and published with the conference proceedings; Myron Matlaw, ed., American Popular Entertainment 
(Westport CT; Greenwood Press, 1979) 43-60; reprinted with permission of Greenwood Publishing Group, Inc., 
Westport, CT. A shorter version, “Bringing Burlesque to Broadway,” appeared in Horizon (October, 1979) 56-63. 
The book for the musical, Sugar Babies, which opened on Broadway in October 1979, was written by Ralph Allen 
and was a realization of the plan presented in this Fellows Address.  
 
 First, a brief autobiographical note. When I first began collecting burlesque material in 1962, someone 
from the Associated Press interviewed me. I told him, which was true, that my mother first took me to the theatre. In 
the published story, he reported that my mother first took me to burlesque shows, which was not true, but she 
received letters from all over the country accusing her of being a corrupting influence on my life. My mother was 
not amused because as she well knew, and as I now publicly admit, I corrupted myself. 
 I began going to burlesque shows in the later 1940s, as soon as I was old enough to reach up to the counter 
and pay my fifty cents (Q: How did you get in here? A: On my brother's ticket. Q: Where's your brother; A: Outside 
looking for his ticket.) My theatres were the Troc in Philadelphia and the Globe in Atlantic City. And by the time I 
became a fan, the great days were over. I never saw Columbia Burlesque or Mutual Burlesque, but some of the 
talented comics were still around when I first became a patron - Billy Hagan and Bert Carr, Bob Ferguson and Billy 
Foster. I found them irresistible. There were still choruses in burlesque in those days, and while everything seemed a 
little hand-me-down, there remained at least the memory of a more glorious entertainment. 
 There were thirty-five shows on the Mutual circuit in 1926, and when I was asked to do a paper about the 
enthusiasms of my misspent youth, I thought at first that I might try to reconstruct one of those shows for you. Then 
I had a better idea. Why not create a quintessential burlesque show out of authentic materials? - a show of shows as I 
have played it so often in the theatre of my mind. After all, in a theatre of the mind nothing ever disappoints. The 
comedians are always brilliant and witty, and the girls are beautiful - which was sometimes not the case in the 
Majestic, Wilkes Barre or the Garrick, St. Louis or the Mayfair, Dayton. 
 I propose to call our entertainment The New Bowery Follies and Lyceum Gardens Revue. Mutual burlesque 
shows had titles like The Broadway Belles or The Moonlight Maids, but our entertainment, being the essence of all 
such entertainments, should have a generic name. After Miner's and the London closed, there were no big-time 
burlesque shows on the Bowery, but there should have been. So we will let the word "Bowery" represent in our title 
all the tenderloins in all the cities where burlesque flourished, from Boston to Des Moines. Bowery means Eight and 
Race streets in Philadelphia, where the Bijou stood for many years. It means Scollay Square in Boston, where the 
Casino and the Old Howard flourished during the Depression. It means Ninth and Chester streets in Cleveland, and 
Liberty Avenue in Pittsburgh, and Washington and Bradford streets in Newark, and South Main Street in Buffalo - 
all those shabby thoroughfares that were brightened by a Palace or an Athenaeum or a Lyceum Garden of Delights. 
 Outside the theater is a poster: 
 
 BILLY "CHEESE AND CRAKERS" HAGAN 
 [or] BERT CARR 
 [or] BOB FERGUSON 
 [or] HARCOURT and FOSTER in 
 
 That Peppery Burlesque Extravaganza 
 
 THE NEW BOWERY FOLLIES 
 AND LYCEUM GARDENS REVUE 
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 With a Jolly company of High Steppers and 
 Merry Twirlers 
 
 Including that Powder Puff of Melody ANNA TOEBE 
 [or] HINDA WASSU 
 [or] ROSITA ROYCE and her Dance of the Doves 
 
 And of course Those Tempting Toe-Tappers 
 
 THE BELLES OF THE LYCEUM 
 
 Every GIRL a STAR in her own RIGHT!!! 
 
 Inside the lobby are posters for coming attractions. (Next Week “The Dimpled Darlings of 1927” or “Jack 
Reid’s Record Breakers” or “The Speed Girls of 1926.”) Also, there is a refreshment stand, not to mention a second 
ticket booth where exchanges can be made for seats in the first three rows. 
 The theatre itself is freshly painted, but the curtain has seen better days. There is no runway. This is pre-
Minsky, and the Minsky brothers were the first impresarios in burlesque to experiment with a thrust stage. 
 
Opening 
 
 The overture is brief. A few bars of "Ain't She Sweet," perhaps, played by Merrick Valenote and his Merry 
Notes or Harry "Lips"Ross and his Gayety Syncopaters. 
 The curtain is raised to reveal eight girls dressed in historical costumes - that is to say, wide paniers and 
Marie Antoinette wigs. A few simple conventions suffice in burlesque. Any historical period, except ancient Greece 
and Rome, is represented by wide paniers and Marie Antoinette wigs. To our surprise, the girls seem to be what the 
press agents used to call "a demure vision of loveliness" in their pink satin frocks. The Merry Notes begin a very 
chaste rendition of "Humoresque," to which the girls sing the following words: 
 
 We are girls of some allure, sir, 
 Dainty damsels and demure, sir, 
 We are modesty personified. 
 
 Other follies to be sure, sir, 
 Have some girls who aren't so pure, sir, 
 Girls who show what decency should hide. 
 
 And gentlemen who crave sensation 
 Sometimes yield to Base Temptation 
 Praising what, in fact, they should deride. 
 
 But you, as men of cultivation, 
 Always greet with approbation 
 Shows where truth and beauty are allied. 
 
 During the break-strain, an elegant gavotte is performed - or what passes for a gavotte. The girls never play 
in profile, but always keep their smiling faces fixed at some point in the center of the house. 
 
 Truth and Beauty 
 Are enshrined here. 
 You'll never find here 
 Tasteless display. 
 
 Art and Culture 
 In full measure, 
 Innocent pleasure, 
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 Nothing risque. 
 
 Is this a ballet or a burlesque show? Step right toe, step left toe, left heel, kick. Step right toe, buree 
backward five times, skirts up, skirts down. On it goes: arabesque three times, arms in first, arms in second, arms in 
third. Back to the first theme. 
 
- We have made some brief excursions 
 To competitive diversions;  
 Virtue blushed, then hung her head and cried. 
 
 Though far from us to cast aspersions, 
 Sure as there are Greeks and Persians, 
 We couldn't be suggestive if we tried. 
 
 All the girls walk straight toward the audience. 
 
 We couldn't be suggestive if we tried. (bump) 
 We couldn't be suggestive if we tried. (turn around) 
 
Lo and behold! The demure costumes have no backs. The girls are wearing only a red heart pasted rakishly to an 
exquisitely bare buttock. Blackout. 
 
Flirtation Scene in One 
 
 A few bars of a signature tune, perhaps "The World Is Waiting for the Sunrise." Lights up on a street drop. 
No Bibiena scena per angolo here. Rigid, one-point perspective. City landscape with ice wagon and parked cars. 
 The appearance of the street drop signals to the audience that it is about to witness a "flirtation scene," a 
short, single-joke situation played in one by the second comic, the straight man, and a talking woman or two. (The 
first comic never appears in the opening scene of the first act.) 
 In a typical flirtation scene, the straight man (an immaculately dressed authority figure) has a secret method 
for succeeding with women. He may own a manual of seduction (The Love Book) or a magic peanut which emits 
stimulating vapors ("The Tweeter" or "King Tut's Nut"). Or he may simply be such a smooth talker that women find 
him irresistible ("The Ukulele Scene"). He promises to teach his technique to the comic whose approaches to the 
opposite sex have not been notably successful. 
 
Comic: Do you smoke?  
Girl: I don't know. I never got that hot. 
 ("Poppy Poppy" as played by Billy Hagan) 
Comic: I beg your pardon. 
Girl: What the hell are you begging for? You're old enough to ask for it. 
 ("The Ukulele" as played by Billy Hagan) 
 
 Habitues and (as the candy butcher might say) sons of habitues know these jokes, but knowledge in no way 
diminishes enjoyment. Bergson notwithstanding, surprise is not one of the essentials of burlesque humor. Patrons 
enjoyed knowing that no new ground would be broken. Like Aristotle, they preferred irony to suspense. 
 In most flirtation scenes, the comic eventually blunders into some kind of dubious success. Burlesque 
comedy, you see, is seldom pathetic, and clowns like Hagan and Foster and Ferguson never belonged to the tearful 
school of Chaplin. Elsewhere I describe the stock character of the baggy-pants comic as follows: 
 In most bits he [the comic] is represented as a child of nature - the slave of stimulus and response. A girl 
with obvious attractions appears. He is obviously attracted. The straight man, in attempting to demonstrate 
lovemaking techniques to the comic, starts massaging the latter's stomach, and the comic forgets about the girl and 
kisses the straight man. The Burlesque show tramp represents man stripped of his inhibitions, stripped of restraints 
of all kinds, free of moral pretense, innocent of education, and, above all, lazy and selfish. . . . We root for the comic 
. . . but [our] emotions are definitely not engaged. We want him to win because all of us (with part of our minds, at 
least) are anxious to see authority toppled. The burlesque show appeals to our inner passion for anarchy.1 
 But why is anarchy never threatening in the great burlesque scenes, as it is, say, in Jarry or Ionesco? I can 
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offer one explanation. In burlesque as distinct from other forms of absurdist humor, the celebration of disorder is 
contained in an orderly, indeed, a highly conventional structure. No answer to a question is unpredictable. We love 
the jokes we know. They reassure us, and therefore the earth does not yawn at our feet. 
 Back to The New Bowery Follies. Each aficionado has his favorite. Mine is "The St. James Infirmary." 
Why? Well, consider this classic exchange which occurs at the beginning of the scene, between the comic and a 
lubricious widow who happens to cross his path. 
 
(enter SOUBRETTE dressed in black, from left proscenium) 
 
Girl: Boo hoo, boo hoo. 
Comic: What's the matter, dear? 
Girl: My husband just died. My husband just died. 
Comic: Well, you're a beautiful girl. You'll get a new husband tomorrow. 
Girl: But what am I going to do tonight? 
Comic (taken aback, but recovering quickly): Well, I'm a husband out of work.  What did your husband die of? 
Girl: (grinding): He died of in - flu - enza. 
Comic: I'm a little hard of hearing. Would you mind saying that again. 
Girl: (grinding) He died of in-flu-enza. 
Comic: Your husband didn't die of influenza. 
Girl: Oh, no? 
Comic: You bumped him off. And while you're at it, bury him again. 

(version of Maxie Furman) 
 
And on goes the scene to a predictable conclusion. 
 
Tough Number 
 
 Blackout. Lights up on yet another cityscape, this one a night scene with a lamppost center stage. The 
audience immediately recognizes that it is about to see the "tough number." It is not surprised when the chorus 
appears, swinging pocketbooks, and the soubrette, accompanied by The Merry Notes, sings "Louisville Lou." 
("What lips, some pips, and no more conscience than a snake has hips.") 
 A dance by the soubrette follows - one that is calculated to curl the ticket of the most jaded habitue. 
 
Body Scene 
 
 A few bars of the signature tune again. Lights up. It is time for the first of several "body scenes," the name 
given by burlesque people to bits that use a full stage set, special costumes and properties, and a cast that includes at 
least two comedians, a straight man, a character man, perhaps a juvenile (who does fag comedy), and several talking 
women. 
 We have a wide variety of body scenes to choose from. "Julius Squeezer," which features "Cleopatra and 
Her Snapping Asp," is always reliable. And there are hotel scenes, courtroom scenes, restaurant scenes, schoolroom 
scenes - to mention just a few of the more familiar types. 
 The origin of these stock scenes is obscure. Many of them are based on what burlesquers called "nigger 
acts," that is to say, minstrel show afterpieces. They are like the sogetti of the commedia dell'arte - an outline of the 
action into which each comic put his own personality, his own business, his own jokes. Of course, there were 
standard lazzi to draw upon and concetti, too. 
 In hotel scenes, the following lines were sure to occur: 
 
Comic: Give me a room. 
Straight: (as room clerk: Do you want a three-dollar room or a five-dollar room? 
Comic: What's the difference? 
Straight: The three-dollar room has a rat trap. The five-dollar room has a rat trap with cheese. 
Comic: Give me the three-dollar room. I'm not hungry. 
Woman: (entering in an agitated manner): Clerk, clerk, I gotta leak in my bathtub. 
Straight:  Well, lady, you paid for the room. 
  (a noise next door) 
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Comic: What's that? 
Straight: Oh, upstairs they're holding an Elks ball. 
Comic: No wonder the damn thing is screaming. 
 
 A restaurant scene might include the following exchange: 
 
Straight (a customer, ordering from menu): I'd like chicken soup. 
Comic (as waiter, calling to kitchen): One chicken soup. 
Chef (offstage, from kitchen): One chicken soup coming up. 
Straight: On second thought I think I'd like pea soup instead.. 
Comic (calling to kitchen): Hold that chicken and make it pea. 
 
 Many scenes have street vendors - either ice cream salesmen or balloon hawkers or candy butchers. 
 
Straight (to Comic selling candy): Do you have nuts? 
Comic: No. 
Straight: Do you have dates? 
Comic: If I had nuts, I'd have dates. 
 
 Domestic disagreements are common in burlesque: 
 
Wife: You only married me for one thing. 
Comic: And I soon got tired of that. 
Wife: When you married me, you said you worshipped the ground I walk on. 
Comic: Well, I though your father owned that piece of property. Anyway, you can't cook. 
Wife: What's the matter with my cooking? 
Comic: You can't make coffee. 
Wife: What's wrong with my coffee? 
Comic: Your coffee tastes like water. 
Wife: I'll have you know when I make coffee, I make coffee; and when I make water, I make water. 
Comic: Next time, don't make them in the same pot. 
 
As you may recall, this time-honored joke appears in slightly altered form in the first chapter of James Joyce's 
Ulysses. 
 
 Courtroom bits are, of course, the most humorous of all the body scenes. There are at least fifteen basic 
ones, all deriving, according to Billy Hagan, from an old minstrel show afterpiece called "Irish Justice." In most of 
the scenes the judge is the comic. He is invariably addressed again and again by the straight man (a district attorney) 
as "Your horseship," until finally in exasperation he snaps, "That will be enough horseship out of you." 
 My favorite judge scene is "The Westfall Murder Case," in which a beautiful society woman is accused of 
shooting her husband at the breakfast table. The finish of this scene is inspired: 
 
Comic: (Judge): Tell me, Mrs. Breastfall, just where did you shoot your husband? 
Mrs. Westfall: I shot him between the buttered toast and the cream pitcher. 
Comic: It could have been worse. 
Straight (D.A.): It could? 
Comic: Yes, if she'd shot him two inches lower ... 
Straight: Yes? 
Comic: She'd have caught him right in the percolator. 
 
Justice is blind in these scenes and sometimes also has other infirmities: 
 
Straight (D.A.): Stand on your dignity, judge. 
Comic: It won't reach down that far. 
 
Other Numbers in the first Act; Also Specialities and  
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Added Attractions      
 
 After the first body scene, there is another chorus number, perhaps in front of a Hawaiian drop, with the 
girls in grass skirts and coconut shell bras.  
 Chorus numbers usually alternated with scenes, and the numbers sometimes led to specialties by the prima 
donna or the soubrette. A fan dance is a sine qua non of nearly all 1920s burlesque shows, and The Bowery Follies 
would not be complete without one. We must also have two legitimate vaudeville acts (perhaps a dance team or 
tumblers, but never adagio dancers). There should also be an "Extra Added Attraction," perhaps a boxer who 
challenges the audience to survive three rounds with him "inside the squared circle." Jack Johnson toured for a 
season on the Mutual Wheel, but I doubt if we could persuade Muhammad Ali to do likewise. 
 
The Finale of the First Act 
 
 After the final body scene of the first act, the orchestra plays a fanfare, and the straight man now dressed in 
a tuxedo appears in front of the first traveler: 
 
 Ladies and gentlemen, before the Lyceum Belles return for the finale of the first act, let me remind you of 
 the attractions which are scheduled for this theatre in the coming year. On January 18, Harry Gallagher will 
return with his peppy revue Speed Girls of 1929. Mr. Gallagher promises that his show this year is tasteful  and 
amusing. He assures us that the problems of last season are past and forgotten. 
 Now ladies and gentlemen, here is your favorite tenor, Bod Ridley, supported by the distaff members of our 
cast, in a horticultural display that celebrates at once the beauties of the American garden and the glories of the 
American girl. 
 
 Enter the tenor (the juvenile), also dressed in a tuxedo. He sings the chorus of that celebrated ballad, "The 
Garden of Girls." ("All the world is just a beautiful garden/ Each pretty girl is a flower blooming there ...") The first 
traveler opens to reveal the prima donna dressed as a butterfly. She dances on point in front of the second traveler, 
which soon parts to reveal four Lyceum Belles dressed as blossoms of variegated hue. Their heads are hidden by 
outsized petals. 
 The tenor serenades each flower in turn. First, to the rose he sings, "Marta, Rambling Rose of the 
Wildwood." The straight man then presents her to the audience with an appropriate literary allusion. Perhaps he says 
something like this: 
 
Straight:  No garden is a garden without a rose, and our own blushing rose,  
  Miss Lisa Feather, by any other name would smell as sweet. 
 
At the mention of her name, the petals part, and the girl within the flower accepts her applause. 
 
 The tenor next serenades the tulip ("Tulip Time"), and the straight man counters with an even more 
recondite allusion, one perhaps invented for the occasion. 
 
Straight: When the great Catullus told a gentle youth to press the blushing tulips to his maytime bosom, could he, by 
any chance, have meant the two lips of our own Miss Andrea Delight. 
 
 The iris is next ("Iris, I'm kneeling at your feet"), and the straight man seems not quite sure what kind of iris 
is meant: 
 
Straight: The great poet Tennyson once said:  
  "In the spring a lively iris  
  changes on the burnished dove, 
  In the spring a young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of love." 
 The poet must have been referring to our own lively iris, Miss Pepper Ross. 
 
 The morning glory ("Fairest of flowers, sweetest on the vine") is introduced and saluted with some 
poignant lines: 
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Straight:  When John Keats wrote, "The blue bared its eternal bosom and made the morning precious," he could have 
been describing our own precious glory of the morning, Miss Mitzi Malone. 
 
The word "Bosom," needless to say, receives the heaviest emphasis. 
 
 Only the daisy remains. The tenor sings, "Daisies won't tell." Surprise! this final flower is no chorus girl at 
all, but the thick-stemmed character man. He is suddenly surrounded by the ponies in the chorus dressed as bees. 
The bees and the daisy sing a duet ("Be My Little Baby Bumblebee"): a parade of insects and flowers follows. The 
curtain falls on a tableau, and the straight man reminds the audience that this is "not the end of the show, simply a 
brief pause for refreshments." 
 
The Candy Butcher 
 
 The interval is graced by the presence of a familiar figure in shows of this sort - the candy butcher, whose 
spiel, like everything else in burlesque, follows time-honored conventions. 
 It begins with the description of a big combination offer: 
 
Candy Butcher: Ladies and gentlemen, may I have your attention please? You have approximately seven minutes 
before we continue our big burlesque revue. You won't want to miss the first number in the second act, which is 
called the "Dance of the Virgins," performed by our lovely Lyceum Belles, strictly from memory. 
 
 Now to while away the time during the brief pause in the entertainment, you may feel the need for some 
nourishment, something to munch on, something to provide refreshment. I have here a box of chewy, delicious 
chocolates, manufactured especially for the patrons of this theatre by the Lofty Candy Company of St. Louis. Now, 
a box of chocolates such as this would cost a dollar in any confectionary establishment - and you would consider 
those chocolates cheap at the price. 
 
 We're not charging a dollar, ladies and gentlemen. Not fifty cents. A quarter is our price, and that quarter 
 entitles you to more than candy. You buy the chewy delicious chocolates, and you receive absolutely free 
 all the items in our big combination offer. 
 
 He takes from his tray a magazine and waves it in front of the audience. His hand hides the title at the top 
of the page. 
 
Candy Butcher:   Part one of our big combination offer is a little booklet entitled The Gentleman's Home 
Companion and Theatrical Digest. This little booklet has been banned on all newsstands, but the  authorities, 
realizing that an audience attending a theatre of this type is apt to be a bit more broadminded than the average 
audience, have given us permission not to sell it, but to give it away as part one of our big combination offer. 
 
 Let me call your attention to page four of this little booklet. On page four you will find a story entitled 
"Love Below the Border." This story is about a girl named Mexico Rita who lives in a town just south of the Rio 
Grande - a town which promises more than its share of exotic amusements and foreign delights. One of those 
foreign delights is Mexico Rita herself. People from all over come to watch her play with her castanets. The hair-
raising adventures of this provocative lady are sure to arouse and stimulate the interest of the most jaded reader of 
unusual fiction. 

 
Now he puts the magazine back in his tray and holds up a small black pasteboard square. 
 
Candy Butcher:   Now part two of our big combination offer is this little novelty item imported directly from Paris, 
France. I have in my hands what appears to be an ordinary square of black paper. But this is no ordinary square of 
black paper. You take this paper home, you soak it in vinegar, you hold it up to the light, and you will see sights that 
will amaze and astound you. 
 
 What you will see, of course, is soggy black paper. The candy butcher has assistants who work the aisles, 
hawking the merchandise while he keeps up a running patter from the stage. Afer a few minutes, he calls his 
salesmen down front. 
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Candy Butcher: Stop the sales, boys. Stop the sales. I don't know what's the matter with me tonight. I must be 
getting forgetful in my old age. I forgot the most important part of our big combination offer. 
 
 Concealed in some of the boxes of chewy delicious chocolates is a selection of big bonus gifts. You buy the 
candy and may receive either a twenty-dollar bill, the key to a Ford automobile, a season pass to this theatre, a lady's 
alligator-style wallet, a gold-plated pen and pencil set, or a deluxe smoking article. 
 
They start selling again. After a few minutes of purposeful confusion, the candy butcher again signals for silence. 
 
Candy Butcher: Stop the sales, boys! Stop the sales! Well, ladies and gentlemen, you've been very generous and to 
 show my gratitude, I'm going to do something very unusual, something that I've never done before. Tell 
me, Harry, are the managers in the house? No? Good! To tell the truth, ladies and gentlemen, the producers of this 
show aren't always as generous as I would - well, enough of that. Let me just say that what I'm doing now could get 
me in trouble. (Sizes them up.) You all look pretty discreet to me, so I'm going to risk it. Now, I want all my 
salesmen to put aside the boxes which do not contain one of the big bonus gifts. (One of the salesmen protests.) No, 
Harry, I'm going to do it, and nothing you can say will change my mind. Is it done, boys? Have you put to one side 
everything except the bonus boxes? Good! 
 
 Now ladies and gentlemen, the boys will make one more pass among you. You buy the chewy delicious 
chocolates for one quarter, and you get not only the booklet and the novelty items from Paris, France, but you must 
also receive either a twenty-dollar bill, a season pass to this theatre, the key to a Ford automobile, a lady's alligator-
style wallet, a gold-plated pen and pencil set, or a deluxe brand new smoking article. And thank you for your 
attention. 
 
 He exits. Suddenly the lights dim; the orchestra begins a brief second-act overture, and the asbestos curtain 
is raised. A quick escape for the candy butcher before his customers have a chance to examine their newly acquired 
alligator-style wallets and/or smoking articles. 

 
Numbers and Scenes in the Second Act 
 
 As you can see from the examples I have cited, burlesque eschewed novelty. Every patron of long-standing 
knew that when the straight man asked, "Are you getting a little on the side," that the comic would reply, I didn't 
know they moved it." Nor was there any doubt that when the comic said, "I took my girl fishing," and the straight 
man asked, "Did you catch anything?" the comic would reply, " I certainly hope not." 
 
 In an uncertain world, burlesque gave to airy nothing a local habitation and a name: 
 
Straight: Did you know that in Venice the streets are filled with water? 
Comic: You should see some of the alleys in Youngstown [or Camden or Dayton or Baltimore or wherever the 
 comic happened to be]! 
 
No surprises here. Nor in the chorus number that begins the second act: an "audience number" hoary with tradition. 
 The girls sing "Put Your Arms Around Me, Honey" or any song with a similar invitation. The soubrette 
stays on the stage, reflecting light on the heads of the older patrons, while the chorus runs energetically into the 
house. There, the girls sit on appropriate laps and eventually return to the stage after much ad-lib adjusting of bras 
and squeals of simulated embarrassment. 
 The second act of a burlesque show is very short, only half an hour or so. Therefore there is room for two 
scenes only, one more chorus number (perhaps a harem dance), a specialty number by the prima donna, and the 
finale. 
 One of the scenes might well be "The School Room," which was much favored as a second-act opener by 
Mutual Wheel comedians. In the schoolroom, the talking woman is a tough teacher who administers pedagogical 
justice by hitting her five charges (the two comics, the character man, the ingenue, and the soubrette) with a rolled 
up newspaper. The scene concludes with a notable English lesson: 
 
Teacher: Tell me, Jimmy, what's the difference between prose and poetry? 
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Comic: Gee, I don't know, teach. 
Teacher: Poetry rhymes and prose doesn't. 
Comic: Is that so? 
Teacher: Yes. If I were to say: 
  The girl went round the mulberry bush 
  And I went round to meet her, 
  That little girl will never know 
  How glad I was to greet her. 
Comic: What's that? 
Teacher: That's poetry, because it rhymes. 
Comic: Meet her - greet her. I see. 
Teacher:  But if I were to say: 
  The girl went round the mulberry bush 
  And I went round to meet her, 
  That little girl will never know 
  How glad I was that day. 
Comic: What's that? 
Teacher: That's prose. Because it doesn't rhyme. 
Comic: I could do that. 
Teacher: You could? 
Comic: Hell, yes. 
  The girl went round the mulberry bush 
  And I went round to meet her 
  She pulled up her petticoat 
  And I pulled out my. ... 
  Now, what do you want? Prose or poetry? 
 
An Interruption Scene 
 
 The blackout is followed by the prima donna's bubble dance, after which the straight man makes the 
following announcement: 
 
Straight:  Ladies and gentlemen, as you know, The New Bowery Follies is no ordinary palace of vulgar  
 entertainment. We spare no expense to bring to you, our cultured patrons, distinguished and distinctive 
entertainment. And in keeping with the policy, we are proud to present that basso profundo of the Metropolitan 
Opera, Ricardo Antonio Galuppi. 
 
The traveler parts to reveal the character man disguised as a legitimate opera star. With him is a mousey, female 
accompanist who sits at the piano behind him. 
 An arpeggio. The character man, Galuppi, begins an aria. The second comic enters dressed as a stagehand. 
As Galuppi sings, the comic begins to hammer on the floor. 

 
Character: What are you doing? 
2nd Comic: I'm hammering. 
Character: Whose idea is that? 
2nd Comic: That's my idea. 
Character: Well, you can't hammer here. I'm singing. 
2nd Comic: I think they'd rather hear me hammer. 
Character: If you don't stop, I'm going to get the manager to take you out. 
2nd Comic: I don't go out with managers. 
Characrter: Mr. Engel, Mr. Engel. 
 
 (2nd Comic exits while Character is not looking.) 
 
Straight: What's the matter,Signior Galuppi? 
Character: That man is hammering while I'm trying to sing. 
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Straight: Oh, yes. What man? I don't see any man. My, it's hot in here. You must be hallucinating. (The accompanist 
takes off her hat and cape.) Maybe the heat is affecting your sense of proportion. Miss King, give him an 
 arpeggio. Pray continue, Signior Galuppi. 
 
 (He exits. 2nd Comic appears in audience, hammering.) 
 
Character: What are you doing out there? 
2nd Comic: I'm hammering. 
Character: I told you not to hammer. 
2nd Comic: You told me not to hammer up there. Well, I'm hammering out here. I'm fixing seats. Does any lady 
want her seat fixed? 
 
 This is the beginning of "The Hammer Scene," one of the most famous of the so-called interruption scenes 
of burlesque. The key figure is the opera singer who will be driven mad by the entire cast before twelve minutes 
have elapsed. The straight man plays the manager of the theatre - sane at first, but gradually yielding to very peculiar 
impulses. A recurring line ("My, it's hot in here") triggers a reaction from the accompanist. She removes an article of 
clothing each time the heat is mentioned. 
 
Straight: What is it now Signior Galuppi? 
Character: That man is hammering again. 
Straight: Really? My, it's hot in here. What man? Signior Galuppi, your imagination is running away with you. (Off 
comes the dress of the accompanist.) Pray, Signior Galuppi, compose yourself, and share your magnificent voice 
with our discerning patrons. 
 (He exits.) 
Character: Perhaps I'd better try another song. Miss King, "I Love Life," if you please. 
 (Sings "I Love Life and I Want to Live") 
1st Comic (sitting in audience): Hey fella, if you want to live, you'd better stop singing. 
Character: How dare you, I'm the star of this show. Didn't you see my name up in lights? 
1st Comic: Yeah, I did. 
Character: What did it say? 
1st Comic: Exit. 
Character: Mr. Engel. Mr. Engel! 
Straight (enters): My it's hot in here (Off comes the slip of the accompanist.) What's the matter, now, Signior 
Galuppi? 
Character: That man out there is insulting me. 
Straight: Nonsense, we have the best behaved audience in the  world. 
 
 At this point the scene begins a series of what are called crossovers: 
 
2nd Comic (entering): Oh, why did he die? Why did he die? 
Character (dazzled, he stops singing): Why did who die? 
2nd Comic: My wife's first husband. Why did he die? (exits) 
Soubrette (enters): Hey, fellow, hey fellow, do you know the difference between mashed potatoes and pea soup? 
Character: No. 
Soubrette: Anyone can mash potatoes. (exits) 
Prima Donna (enters, crying): I had to shoot my dog last night. 
Character: Was he mad? 
Prima Donna: Well, he certainly didn't enjoy it. 
 (She exits) 
Juvenile (enters): Hey, fella, don't send any more letters to Washington. 
Character: Why not? 
Juvenile: He's dead, you know. (exits) 
 (Arpeggio. Character sings. Ingenue enters cartwheeling.) 
Character: What are you doing? 
Ingenue: I'm going to stand on my head or bust. 
1st Comic (enters): You'll get a better balance on your head. 
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Ingenue: Do you really think so? (goes into split) 
1st Comic: Hey, don't stretch a good thing too far. 
 (They exit) 
2nd Comic (enters): Wait a minute. Wait a minute. Don't anyone move. 
Character: What's the matter? 
2nd Comic: I lost my wallet? 
Character: Where did you lose it? 
2nd Comic: Over there. 
Character: Then why are you looking for it over here? 
2nd Comic: There's more light over here. 
 
 The scene continues in the same vein for several minutes until Galuppi again calls the manager. This time 
the straight man enters mincing, and to the basso profundo's surprise, he pinches Galuppi's cheek. 
 
Straight: What is it, my dear fellow? 
 (pinches cheek again) 
Character: I'm nearing the end of my endurance. The most bizarre things keep happening. 
Straight:  Don't worry, Signior Galuppi, I've sent for a nurse. I expect her any moment. She'll see that you don't hurt 
yourself. 
Nurse (enters): Here I am, Mr. Engel. I came here straight from the Sanit - I mean the hospital. Where is the patient? 
Character: I'm no patient. I'm a singer. 
Straight:  You just continue to think that, Signior Galuppi. But never mind, you're in capable hands. This is a very 
clever nurse. I'll prove it to you. Oh, nurse. 
Nurse: Yes, Mr. Engel. 
Straight: How do you cure a man with erysipelas? 
Nurse: Your cut off his ear. 
Straight:  How do you cure a man with ptomaine poisoning? 
Nurse: Your cut off his toe. 
Straight: How do you cure a man with prickly heat? 
Nurse: How do you think? 
 
 By now the character man is thoroughly disconcerted. More crossovers follow until, upon the fourth 
entrance of the manager, the singer notices that his accompanist is almost naked. 
 
Character (shocked): Mr. Engel, Mr. Engel. 
Straight (entering): Here I am again, Signior Galuppi. Always at your beck and call. 
 (pinches rump) 
Character (shocked): Mr. Engel. Miss King, Miss King. (noticing) That girl is naked. 
Straight (mincing more):  Nonsense, Mr. Galuppi. Look at that magnificent gold lame gown she's wearing. I wish I 
had a gown like that. Now come to my office, Miss King, and take off that gown. I want to wear it to the party 
tonight. 
 
 (They exit.) 
 
 In a minute the straight man reenters to the accompaniment of the full orchestra. He has a white rose in his 
mouth and he is dancing the Baltimore strut. 
 
Character (furious): What do you call that? 
Straight: That's a new dance step, I call it "The Birth of a Rose." 
 (Character pulls out gun, shoots him.) 
Juvenile: What do you call that? 
Character: The death of a pansy. 
 
The Shimmy Contest 
 
 We are ready for the finale, which is announced with appropriate fanfare by the juvenile. 
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Juvenile: Ladies and gentlemen, Monday [or whatever day] is chorus girl opportunity night at The New Bowery 
 Follies. Five of our delightful Lyceum Belles will compete for your applause, the winner to receive a year's 
 contract as a featured dancer in the theatres of the Mutual Burlesque Association. You are the judges, ladies 
and gentlemen, so reserve your most enthusiastic approval for the girl of your choice. So, here it is, the first 
 annual shimmy contest of The New Bowery Follies and Lyceum Gardens Revue. 
 
 There are six contestants, each introduced by an appropriate announcement: 

 
Juvenile: The first of our Lyceum Belles, Miss Mizi Malone, possesses a lyric soprano voice of maginifcent 
compass and clarity, having been educated for the grand opera. While performing her shimmy, ladies and 
gentlemen,  Miss Malone will scale the heights. Our second Lyceum Belle is our premiere danseuse, Miss 
April May Miss May studied with the great-grand-nephew of Nijinsky, practiced her pirouettes at the Paris Opera 
and brings to the mysteries of the shimmy a rare sense of classical dignity and style. Our third Lyceum Belle is 
 our saucy sergeant major, Miss Marianne Lamour. Miss Lamour is the step-daughter of a general in the 
French Foreign Legion. She brings to her shimmy the sense of military precision that she learned while on 
maneuvers behind her father's parade ground. 
 
 And so it goes until the sixth girl has been introduced. This last contestant has a wild look in her eye and, 
although stripping is forbidden, she is sufficiently imbued with the spirit of competition to rip off her bra at the 
climax of her dance, making sure, of course, that thereafter she faces demurely upstage. Her daring awakens the 
spirit of emulation among her fellow contestants, and soon chaos reigns, while the straight man and juvenile rush 
about in mock rage and horror as if they were desperate to restore order. Finally, the asbestos curtain is dropped, and 
the straight man, wiping his brow,silences the orchestra. 
 
Straight: I must apologize, ladies and gentlemen, there is no question that Girl No. 6 exceeded the bounds of decency 
and good taste. You will be happy to learn that she has been disqualified from the contest, and her applause will be 
redistributed equally among the other contestants. You have been so generous in your appreciation of the other girls, 
ladies and gentlemen, that we have decided to continue this contest during the remaining performances of this 
engagement. Cumulative applause totals will be kept, and the winner  will be announced on the evening of 
December 18th [or whatever]. You are, of course, free to return again and again to swell the applause and improve 
the chances of the dancer of your choice. And here, once again, ladies and gentlemen, is the entire cast of The New 
Bowery Follies and Lyceum Gardens Revue. 
 
 Back the cast comes, and soon the bows are taken, and the performance is over. 
 
Final Thoughts 
 
 In my imagination, of course, all performances are perfect; but in life, disappointments abound. I was often 
bored at the Gayety, Baltimore and at the Casino, Pittsburgh. But just as often I was amused, delighted, and 
charmed, especially when one of the great Mutual comics was on the bill. 
 Why did I haunt those old theatres in the tenderloins? What were the virtues that I saw in this robust but 
vulgar style? Burlesque, or so it seems to me, charts a course between the shoals of sentiment and the rocks of 
cynicism and despair. Most comedy in our century is beached on the one or battered by the other. If it is not The 
Goodbye Girl, then it is likely to be King Ubu. If you don't want to be Mary Tyler Moore, you risk becoming one of 
the heroines of Megan Terry. 
 Personally, I'd rather be Bill "Cheese and Crackers" Hagan. I began this talk with an autobiographical note. 
Let me conclude with one. He was the first burlesque comic I ever saw and perhaps the best. That was thirty-years 
ago. He is ninety-two now, having acted until he was eighty-five. 
 The cunning tramp that Billy created in scenes like "Lady Lamar" and "The Dying Gladiators" and "Meet 
Me Round the Corner" was naive but never innocent, hard-headed but never despairing or brutal. I shall never forget 
him as the bewildered plumber in "The Doctor Shop," mistaken for Dr. Plummer, the eccentric heart specialist. 
Tools in hand, he has come to repair a leaky valve in the bathroom. Instead, he is invited to scrutinize a beautiful, 
nearly naked patient to see if she has a leaky heart valve. "What a break for a plumber," he says, masking his delight 
from the straight man, but letting all the rest of us share it. 
 I can still hear Billy's squeaky voice when he said that line, and the little smile that hinted at profound 
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delight. Billy's tramp gave the rest of us hope, as did the rogues and vagabonds that Billy Foster played, and Bert 
Carr and Maxie Furman and the rest. Perhaps we, too, will be mistaken for a Dr. Plummer or draw five aces in a 
poker game, or win the favors of a luscious lady by waving a magic poppy underneath her nose. Not all our 
aspirations are heroic, and we should not despise those shabby comforts that sometimes lead to (threadbare) joy. 
 

Notes 
 
1. "Our Native Theatre: Honky-Tonk, Minstrel Show, Burlesque," in The American Theatre: A Sum of Its Parts, 
edited by Henry B. Williams (New York: Samuel French, Inc., 1971), pp. 282-83. 
 
 


